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One Piece New Edition 5
Join Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their search for the ultimate
treasure, One Piece! As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the
Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally gained the power to stretch like
rubber…at the cost of never being able to swim again! Years, later, Luffy sets off in
search of the “One Piece,” said to be the greatest treasure in the world... All-out war
has broken out between the Whitebeard Pirates and the Navy. Whitebeard's crew is
said to be the most powerful in the New World, but they'll have their hands full against
the Navy Admirals and the remaining Warlords of the Sea. Meanwhile, can Luffy reach
Navy headquarters in time to save his brother Ace?
With Ivankov's help, Luffy now struggles to make his way back out of Impel Down in
order to prevent the execution of his brother Ace. All the prisoners will have to work
together if they ever hope to get past the dangerous Warden Magellan. But will an earth-
shattering proclamation by the World Government turn everything upside down? -- VIZ
Media
In a world of pirates, one man wants to be the greatest of them all - Monkey D. Luffy,
who gained strange powers from eating the cursed gum-gum fruit
One piece. New editionOne Piece, Vol. 57VIZ Media LLC
The Straw Hats are keeping the Officer Agents preoccupied while Vivi makes her way
to the palace. Sanji's got his hands full with Mr. 2 Bon Clay while Zolo battles mano a
mano with Mr. 1--or rather sword to sword body in this case! That leaves Nami on her
own with Ms. Doublefinger--a prickly predicament with only her wits and Usopp's
special weapon to depend on. Can the Straw Hats prevail against the best of the
Baroque Works?! -- VIZ Media
As the Straw Hats leave Vivi and Alabasta behind, they discover a stowaway on board
who wants to become a crew member! But can they trust this former Baroque Works
agent?! Whether friend or foe, they'll be needing all the help they can get when their
Log Pose suddenly points to the sky! -- VIZ Media
Determined to become stronger and challenge the toughest seas in the world, Luffy and
his crew decide to go into training. When they finally reunite years later, they will meet
brand new enemies and adventures! -- VIZ Media
As Kami Eneru plans to obliterate Skypiea with all his unsuspecting followers on it,
Nami can only stand by as he wipes out the Straw Hats. Switching allegiances in order
to survive, all she can do is hope for a savior. Could the best defense against a deadly
lightning bolt from above be a certain rubbery pirate?! -- VIZ Media
Luffy's got some backup in his former enemies Buggy the Clown, Mr. 2 Bon Clay
and Mr. 3 as he tries to rescue his brother from Impel Down prison. But now
Warden Magellan, with his Venom-Venom powers, is out to stop him! Can Luffy
survive such a dangerous attack from a person whose very breath is a deadly
weapon, or could his ace in the hole possibly be a "queen"? -- VIZ Media
When Monkey D. Luffy accidentally gains the power to stretch like rubber at the
cost of never being able to swim again, he and his crew of pirate wannabes set
off in search of the "One Piece," the greatest treasure in the world.
When Crocodile's evildoing is revealed, the rebellion that will destroy Alabasta
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just might be averted... But the Baroque Works will do everything in their power
to make sure that doesn't happen--even if they have to kill Princess Vivi! The
Straw Hats will have the fight of their lives to keep this evil Croc from getting his
way! -- VIZ Media
Manga comes to the UK mainstream for the first time.
Join Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their search for the ultimate
treasure, One Piece! As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of
the Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally gained the power to stretch
like rubber...at the cost of never being able to swim again! Years, later, Luffy sets
off in search of the One Piece, said to be the greatest treasure in the world... The
battle for Wano commences for real as the Straw Hats and their allies invade
Kaido’s base on Onigashima. Luffy may have gotten stronger, but he’s gonna
need all the help he can get against Kaido’s powerful forces!
With the raid on Onigashima in sight, Kanjuro’s betrayal is revealed. He’s
kidnapped Momonosuke! While the samurai are in shock, Luffy, Law and Kid
work together to bring a ray of hope. It’s time to take on Kaido and save Wano!!
-- VIZ Media
During his journey with Whitebeard’s crew, Oden encounters the legendary
future pirate king Gold Roger! What does their meeting mean for the world? And
what has Orochi been up to while Oden was gone from Wano?! -- VIZ Media
Duality is a fact of Kamui’s prophecy-driven life, but he’s not the only one—as the
battle between the Dragons of Heaven and the Dragons of Earth heats up, the
warriors begin to realize who their opposite numbers are. The members on both
sides of the conflict all have their reasons for wanting to save the world or destroy
it, and the greatest of those is love. For the sake of loved ones long lost, and of
those still living, decisions are made that will move heaven and earth. -- VIZ
Media
Thirteen years ago, Trafalgar Law was a young boy with an incurable, deadly illness.
He credits his survival to Corazon, but what exactly happened? The secrets of Law's
past are finally revealed. Meanwhile, back in the present, the battle for Dressrosa
continues to heat up! -- VIZ Media
As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming the King of the Pirates. But his life
changed when he accidentally gained the power to stretch like rubber¿at the cost of
never being able to swim again! Now Luffy, with the help of a motley collection of pirate
wannabes, is setting off in search of the "One Piece," said to be the greatest treasure in
the world...
With Whitebeard injured, the Navy launches a counterstrike to finish the pirate rebellion
once and for all. And as the three Navy Admirals stand in his way, Luffy will need one
last trick if he hopes to save his brother Ace from being executed. -- VIZ Media
R to L (Japanese Style) As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the
Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally gained the power to stretch like
rubber…at the cost of never being able to swim again! Now Luffy, with the help of a
motley collection of pirate wannabes, is setting off in search of the "One Piece," said to
be the greatest treasure in the world... Showdown at AlubarnaWhen leaving Rainbase
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to head off the rebels in the capital city of Alubarna, Luffy gets pulled aside by Crocodile
for some cozy one-on-one time! With only three minutes to fight, can Luffy take on the
sand pirate on his domain?! The rest of the crew must help Vivi stop the rebels, but the
formidable Officer Agents have been waiting for them at the city gates! Will Vivi be in
time to stop the inevitable clash between the rebels and the Army?!
Join Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their search for the ultimate
treasure, One Piece! As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the
Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally gained the power to stretch like
rubber...at the cost of never being able to swim again! Years, later, Luffy sets off in
search of the One Piece, said to be the greatest treasure in the world...
As Luffy and the Straw Hats battle it out with the Doflamingo family, we flash back to
the childhood of Trafalgar Law. What made him the man he is today, and what is the
cause of the grudge he bears against Doflamingo? -- VIZ Media
Thanks to Usopp’s accidental heroic feat, Sugar has been knocked out cold! And now
with all the toy slaves finally freed, the island of Dressrosa descends into a major panic!
As the rage of Doflamingo keeps increasing, he unleashes a most devious plan in
retaliation! -- VIZ Media
ONE PIECE 37
High jinx on the high seas! Please note: book reads right to left (Japanese style) As a child,
Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming the King of the Pirates. But his life changed when he
accidentally gained the power to stretch like rubber…at the cost of never being able to swim
again! Now Luffy, with the help of a motley collection of pirate wannabes, is setting off in
search of the "One Piece," said to be the greatest treasure in the world!
Kaido is already the strongest creature in the world—and he’s about to form an alliance that
would make his Animal Kingdom pirates even more powerful!! Meanwhile, Luffy and the Straw
Hats continue to recruit members to their side. But unbeknownst to them, the balance of power
in the world is beginning to change... -- VIZ Media
Nami's sick! Now the Merry Go is without her navigator! Luffy and crew have but one
choice--find land and hopefully a doctor. They miraculously stumble upon Drum Island, where
it is eternally winter, but upon arriving they find out the island has only one medical
professional--and she's a witch! With Nami's life on the line, Luffy sets out through the snow-
laden fields to find this doctor, witch or not! -- VIZ Media
Krakauer’s page-turning bestseller explores a famed missing person mystery while unraveling
the larger riddles it holds: the profound pull of the American wilderness on our imagination; the
allure of high-risk activities to young men of a certain cast of mind; the complex, charged bond
between fathers and sons. "Terrifying... Eloquent... A heart-rending drama of human yearning."
—New York Times In April 1992 a young man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and
walked alone into the wilderness north of Mt. McKinley. He had given $25,000 in savings to
charity, abandoned his car and most of his possessions, burned all the cash in his wallet, and
invented a new life for himself. Four months later, his decomposed body was found by a
moose hunter. How Christopher Johnson McCandless came to die is the unforgettable story of
Into the Wild. Immediately after graduating from college in 1991, McCandless had roamed
through the West and Southwest on a vision quest like those made by his heroes Jack London
and John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he abandoned his car, stripped it of its license plates, and
burned all of his cash. He would give himself a new name, Alexander Supertramp, and,
unencumbered by money and belongings, he would be free to wallow in the raw, unfiltered
experiences that nature presented. Craving a blank spot on the map, McCandless simply threw
the maps away. Leaving behind his desperate parents and sister, he vanished into the wild.
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Jon Krakauer constructs a clarifying prism through which he reassembles the disquieting facts
of McCandless's short life. Admitting an interst that borders on obsession, he searches for the
clues to the drives and desires that propelled McCandless. When McCandless's innocent
mistakes turn out to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff of tabloid headlines and is
dismissed for his naiveté, pretensions, and hubris. He is said to have had a death wish but
wanting to die is a very different thing from being compelled to look over the edge. Krakauer
brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out of the shadows, and the peril, adversity,
and renunciation sought by this enigmatic young man are illuminated with a rare
understanding--and not an ounce of sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking, Into the Wild
is a tour de force. The power and luminosity of Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through every
page.
The Straw Hats’ adventures in the samurai kingdom of Wano keep getting crazier! And when
they learn the horrible truth about the Smile fruits, their fury explodes!! Meanwhile, Luffy’s still
stuck in the labor camp with a whole army trying to kill him. Can he use this opportunity to get
even stronger? -- VIZ Media
Captain Kuro of the Black Cat Pirates was the most feared evil genius on the high seas...until
he vanished. Most people believe he's dead, but only his crew knows the truth: Captain Kuro
has been lying low in a small seaside village, posing as a mild-mannered butler until the time
for pillage is just right. Now that time has come, and the ruthless Black Cat Pirates are about to
attack... Unless, of course, Monkey D.Luffy can stop them! All Luffy has on his side are his
sword-wielding first mate, Zolo; his thieving navigator, Nami; Usopp, a local kid with a knack for
telling lies; and his own bizarre rubber-limbed powers. If these four amateur pirates want to
stop the entire Black Cat crew, they'll have to come up with a pretty slick plan... -- VIZ Media
Join Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their search for the ultimate treasure, One
Piece! As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the Pirates. But his life
changed when he accidentally gained the power to stretch like rubber…at the cost of never
being able to swim again! Years, later, Luffy sets off in search of the “One Piece,” said to be
the greatest treasure in the world... The Straw Hats at long last reach Alabasta! But their stay
is cut short when Luffy attracts too much attention from the Navy. They're not the only ones
interested in Luffy--someone from his past has been waiting for him too! Meanwhile, the
Baroque Works' agents are summoned together when their leader, the dastardly Mr. Zero, aka
Sir Crocodile, learns that Luffy is still alive and orders his immediate extermination!
All-out war has broken out between the Whitebeard Pirates and the Navy. Whitebeard's crew is
said to be the most powerful in the New World, but they'll have their hands full against the
Navy Admirals and the remaining Warlords of the Sea. Meanwhile, can Luffy reach Navy
headquarters in time to save his brother Ace? -- VIZ Media
Without a ship to sail, the Straw Hats are grounded for good. Luckily, the inhabitants of
Water Seven rally together to help them out to show their appreciation. But the crew will
need to set sail quickly when Vice Admiral Garp comes after them. Luffy knows all too
well that he won't stand a chance if this fearsome Navy officer catches him! -- VIZ
Media
Talk about impossible! Luffy and the Straw Hats have to find a way to sail to an island
in the sky, and the only one who can show them the way is known to be a greater liar
than Usopp! It won't be easy, but can they trust their lives to someone nobody believes
in?! -- VIZ Media
Join Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their search for the ultimate
treasure, the One Piece. As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the
Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally ate the Gum-Gum Fruit, an
enchanted Devil Fruit that gave him the ability to stretch like rubber. Its only drawback?
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He’ll never be able to swim again—a serious handicap for an aspiring sea dog! Years
later, Luffy sets off on his quest to find the “One Piece,” said to be the greatest
treasure in the world… The dastardly Doflamingo family’s grip on the nation of
Dressrosa tightens in a bloody battle for the heart and soul of the New World nation.
When Trafalgar Law, a “Surgeon of Death” with Devil Fruit powers, allies with rubber-
limbed Luffy, bizarre new battle powers emerge!
Big Mom’s hunger pangs have turned her into an unstoppable force of destruction and
she has her eyes on the Thousand Sunny. The only thing that has any chance of
stopping her is a giant wedding cake Sani is helping construct, but can they get it to her
in time? Meanwhile, Luffy's battle against Katakuri heads to a climactic finish! -- VIZ
Media
The Straw Hats have infiltrated the Tower of Law to save Robin, but they still need a
special key to release her. One of the CP9 assassins holds the right key, but Luffy and
his crew may have to defeat them all. Can the Straw Hats thwart CP9 and rescue
Robin? -- VIZ Media
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